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Some Questions:
What do you see as your role as a 

teacher?

Who are you?

How do you prepare yourself for this 
task?

What are the challenges?







Montessori’s Vision for Education

‘Our goal is not so much the imparting of 
knowledge as the unveiling and 
developing of spiritual energy.’

The Child in the Family p 63



Role of the ‘New’ Teacher 

‘…the adult must pass from the role of 
commanding creator to be obeyed to a 
role of a scientist who studies how best 
he can help the process of developing 

life.’

AMI Communications 2002/1 p 27







Curriculum?



The 3 R’s ?

Reading
Writing

‘Rithmetic





‘Life must become the focal point 
and education the means…The 

relationship that exists between life 
and education is proof that 

children are open to the acquisition 
of considerably more than what 

today’s school pretends to teach 
through its programmes.’

From Childhood to Adolescence p 89



Education

‘And so we discovered, that education 
is not something which the teacher 

does, but that it is a natural process that 
develops spontaneously in the human 
being. It is not acquired by listening to 
words, but in virtue of experiences in 

which the child acts on his environment.’

The Absorbent Mind p 7







The Four Planes of Development –
‘The Constructive Rhythm of Life’

The above is a simplified version of Maria Montessori’s chart The Four Planes of 
Development, ‘The Constructive Rhythm of Life’ from 1950.  

Diagram by Elina Rautasalo.
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Roles of the Teacher



Teaching?



Montessori Teacher’s Roles

Preparation and maintenance of the 
Environment

Connecting the Child to the 
Environment - ‘Matchmaker’ 

Observation



A Teacher’s Preparation –
Prepared Adult

Intellectual Preparation

Physical Preparation

Spiritual Preparation



Intellectual Preparation

What does this mean to you?



Intellectual Preparation

Knowledge of the child’s development
Knowledge of the materials

How to present
Understanding of the Montessori 

Principles
Interest in life at large



Physical Preparation

What does this mean to you?



Physical Preparation

Role model
Physical appearance and demeanour

Communication and interaction with the 
child and colleagues



Spiritual Preparation

What does it mean to you?

What are the challenges or obstacles?



Fundamentally, we can only 
change ourselves.



Spiritual Preparation

‘Tranquillity, patience, charity and 
humility. Not words, but virtues are her 

main qualifications…..
She too has a greater need of a 

gymnasium for her soul than a book for 
the intellect.’

Discovery of the Child p 151



Spiritual Preparation

‘Looking into ourselves’
‘Gardening and weeding’

Trying to get rid of anything that might 
prevent us from seeing the child 

objectively and supporting the child 
accordingly; attitudes, disposition

No prejudgment, or labelling the child as 
‘good’ or ‘bad’

Liking versus loving every child



The trap of labels –
negative or positive

Self-fullfilling prophesy
Bias
----

Impact for our work with children?



‘Self-Transformation’ –

A life-long journey



Is there a recipe?

How do we do it?



‘She must keep her imagination alive; for a 
while, in the traditional schools the teacher 

sees the immediate behaviour of her 
pupils, knowing that she must look after 
them and what she has to teach, the 

Montessori teacher is constantly looking for 
a child who is not yet there.’

The Absorbent Mind p 252



Faith in the Child

Maria Montessori’s representation of the characteristics of the normalised/deviated child. 
Diagram  by Elina Rautasalo.



From Principles to Practice –
From Preparation to Action



I Preparation of the 
Environment



What is the environment 
about?



Is it this?



The Environment

Beauty
Order

Child-sized
Real

Harmony
Purposeful hands on activity

Control of Error



Prepared Environment - A Response







Creating Developmental
Environments



Co-ordination of movement
Language

Independence 
Repetition

Concentration
Problem solving

Refinement of the senses
Social development 

Maths
‘Keys to the world’ 

The 3-6 Prepared environment 
offers activities for development of:



II Connecting the Child to the 
Environment –

Teacher as the Matchmaker



Presenting and Offering the
materials





Presentations

What?
When?

How?



Intervention versus interruption

When to be active, when to be 
passive

When to withdraw

‘Every unnecessary help is an 
obstacle for development’



Control of Error: Auto-education



‘This material contains within itself its 
own control of error and thus 

affords children the opportunity of 
teaching themselves by their own 

effort.  The teacher thus becomes a 
director of the children’s own 

spontaneous work.’

Maria Montessori, Discovery of the Child



‘No-one, who has ever done 
anything great or successful has 

ever done it simply because he was 
attracted by what we call a 

‘reward’ or by the fear of what we 
call punishment.... Every victory and 
every advance in human progress 

comes from some inner 
compulsion.’

Maria Montessori, Discovery of the Child



Control of Error: Some Benefits

Nature of the material: developmental
Allows for repetition and problem-solving

No fear of about making a mistake
Perseverance; not giving up; 

overcoming challenges
No external validation needed; being 

able to judge for oneself



Freedoms

Limits

Mixed Age Group

Principles & Functioning of 
the Environment



Progression - Principles

Indirect preparation

Isolation of difficulty

Simple to complex



Freedoms

Choice

Time

Work/Activity

Movement



Limits & Boundaries –
Responsibility

One of each material

Respecting the work of another

Returning work back



Montessori Principles

Freedom with Limits

Individualized Instruction

No fixed adult-lead groups

Children can progress at their own 
pace and rhythm

Mixed Age Group

Auto-education 



III Observation



Child

EnvironmentTeacher



‘To her falls the task of guiding the 
development of the child’s spirit, and 

therefore her observations are not 
limited solely to understanding him. All 
her observations must emerge at the 

end – and this is their only justification –
in her ability to help the child.’

The Child in the Family p. 65
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Role of the Adult

Prepare the environment
Ensure the environment functions 

according to the freedoms, 
principles and boundaries: clear 

expectations
Connect the child to the 

environment
Observe and respond accordingly



Working as a Team

Shared goals and values

Clear roles

Good communication

Consistency->

Better outcomes for children



Working in Partnership with
Parents



Future – The Unknown





Adaptation



Education for Life



System Issues as Obstacles: 
Impact on Teacher, Pupil and the 

Curriculum
Admin and filling of paper – teacher as  a 

technician or administrator
High stress, time poor environment

Promotes ‘teaching to the test’
‘As long as the education is test driven, 

that is what we teach’





Contemporary Climate



Neuroscience:
Lessons for Education

Evidence Based Education



Executive Functions

‘The executive functions are a set of 
processes that all have to do with 

managing oneself and one’s 
resources in order to achieve a 
goal. It is an umbrella term for 

neurologically-based skills involving 
mental control and self-regulation.'

http://www.ldonline.org/article/29122/



Executive Functions

Working Memory
Cognitive Flexibility
Inhibitory Control

--------
Attention, problem-solving, reasoning



‘Montessori curriculum doesn’t 
mention executive functions but 

what Montessorians mean by 
Normalization is a shift from 

disorder, impulsivity, and inattention 
to self-discipline, independence, 
orderliness, and peacefulness.’

Minnesota Symposia of Child Psychology 2014 Ch.7
http://www.devcogneuro.com/AdeleDiamond.html#Talks

http://www.devcogneuro.com/AdeleDiamond.html


Successful Interventions –
Examples

• Main Stream
• Lesson Study
• Peer Tutoring
• Rewards/Sanctions

• Quiet time

• No homework 

• Montessori
• Observation
• Mixed Age Group
• Freedoms & 

Responsibility
• Time to be, 

contemplation

• No homework



Holistic Education –
A Modern Buzzword
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Creating Developmental
Environments



From Content Curriculum 
to Capacities/Capabilities

Independence
Confidence
Self-Control

Love of Learning
Communication

Collaboration
Values, Character

Creativity
….and Knowledge/Content



Montessori – Education for Life



‘The vision of the teacher should be at 
once precise like that of the scientist, 
and spiritual like that of the saint…the 
attitude of the teacher should be at 
once positive, scientific and spiritual. 

Positive and scientific, because she has 
an exact task to perform...’

Advanced  Montessori Method p 107



Maria Montessori:
‘So, this school is both for the 

teacher and the child.’ 



Role of Education

‘Education must have the purpose of helping 
man. We must therefore consider human life 

and values. If the ‘formation of man’
becomes the basis of education, it will be 

necessary to establish a co-ordination 
between all the stages from childhood to 
maturity, from the nursery to the university. 
Because a man – even though he passes 

through interdependent phases – is 
nonetheless a single entity.’

Education and Peace p 50-51



My goals – ‘take-aways’…



Thank You!


